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ABSTRACT
The influences and meanings
behind Caravaggio's works of
art are revealed here,
establishing a connection
between what is present in the
imaginative aesthetic field and
what is presented in the
transfiguration of the real
world.
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O barroco italiano
- Caravaggio e a
influência de suas
obras

UMA SÍNTESE SOBRE
CARAVAGGIO

LEARNING OUTCOMES
The aim is for you to learn
what were the philosophical
influences of the period, who
was Michelangelo Merisi da
Caravaggio and what was
their importance, what are the
characteristics of his works
and who are the artists
influenced by his art.
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INTRODUÇÃO
The 16th century unveiled a
significant number of artists
belonging to the Renaissance.
But the end of this century also
gave rise to the Baroque that
originated in Italy and had as
some characteristics the
refinement, refinement and
exaggeration of adornments,
evidencing melodramatic
approaches with strong
contrasts of light and shadow.,
as well as dark color nuances.
Among the most striking
figures of the Baroque is the
painter Caravaggio.
“I'm not a brave painter, as
they call me, but a brave
painter, that is: one who knows
how to paint well and imitate
natural things well.” Thus,
Caravaggio manifests himself
before the court that hears the
first accusation of disturbing
public order. His list of victims
with minor or serious injuries
never stopped growing in the
duels in which he was involved.
The influential friends, who
interceded to free him from
prison, had a much shorter list.

With all the promises and
betrayals of his turbulent
nature, Caravaggio made and
unmade them with the same
ease: in an instant of brilliance,
in a fiery aside, in an untimely
aggression.
Caravaggio's works were at
the service of the Counter-
Reformation
In the late 16th and early 17th
centuries, the Catholic Church
launched a campaign known
as the Counter-Reformation,
such a demonstration was a
response to the Protestant
Reformation, which was
completely opposed to the
growing threat of
Protestantism that highlights
the trigger that “ the just live by
faith”. As part of this landmark
event in history, the Church
turned to painters, sculptors
and architects to visibly
confirm the dominance and
power of Catholicism in order
to re-attract Catholics who
converted to Protestantism.
Caravaggio's paintings
became a summary of the
two main approaches to
artistic production during this
period, 



both theatrical, extremely
dramatic lights and
compositions, alongside
scenes that welcome believers
from all walks of life, images of
religious characters in dark
and gloomy taverns, crowded
with poor and marginalized
members of society.
Caravaggio's theater of
tenebrous things was the key
element of Baroque painting,
arising from the chromatic
experimentation of Mannerism.
Rome attracted him by its
great patrons, the pomp of the
papal court, and its artistic
past. But now Caravaggio spat
on the classical statues and
declared that he had learned
nothing from them. He was no
longer interested in Rome
buried for centuries, which the
Renaissance tried to resurrect
with the myth of heroic man.
He preferred the more modern
common humanity of fairs
and taverns: fruit sellers, street
musicians, gypsies and
prostitutes.

By taking this humanity as a
model, it brought it closer to
Leonardo da Vinci, for whom
painting was a way of
speculating on nature, than to
Michelangelo or Raffaello,
cultists of an epic and
monumental art. An “invector”
of still life, at least in Italy,
Caravaggio formulates a
naturalism diametrically
opposed to the mannerist
style of the late 16th century.
It introduces a totally new
treatment of light, with a prism
that decomposes and
geometrizes the components
of a painting, a lesson that
was later used by Rembrandt
or a Vermeer, and taken to its
ultimate consequences by
Cézanne's Cubism.
In the baptismal font, it
received the illustrious name
of Michelangelo, of the Merisi
family, residing in the parish of
San Giorgio, by the well Bianco
de Caravaggio. It was a
Lambardo village, whose
name he later adopted. The
father had the profession of
maestro di casa, equivalent to
a foreman, and he was happy
afterwards 



who enrolled the eleven-year-
old boy in the atelier of Simone
Peterzano. It was the best way
to get rid of the mischief of
those who didn't want to help
with construction and ran
away from school to fight in
the street or have fun in the
countryside.
It seems that by handing him
over to Peterzano, a modest
painter who called himself a
disciple of Tiziano, the family
loses interest in the boy.
Nothing is known about him
when Caravaggio flees at the
age of 15 from Rome.
The first period is very hard.
Bohemian, conqueror,
disorderly, he has difficulty
adapting to the mediocrity of
official painters, eager to find
favors with the powerful, one
of them, Monsignor Pucci, who
gives him a diet of vegetables
and receives in exchange
paintings and the nickname
Monsignor Salada.
An attack of malaria takes the
young man to the hospital, in a
few weeks he looks for another
job. With no affinity and much
to his dislike, he starts working
for Cavaliere d'
, 

Arpino, an appreciator of
painting that he already
detests, mythological themes
treated with theatrical
emphasis and elaborate lines,
as in Ccarracci's paintings. The
break is almost immediate:
forbidden to paint figures,
Caravaggio abandons the
short-sighted patron and once
again frequents the mob that
vegetates in the shadow of
baroque churches and
magnificent palaces.
After a aftermath of raids, the
first libel suit. In front of the
judge, Caravaggio defends
himself with arrogance. And
another scandal adds to this
one. The god of wine and
orgies – Bacchus for the
Romans, Dionysius for the
Greeks, is painted with the air
of a transvestite or Japanese
geisha, his body limply
inclined, offering a cup with his
hermaphrodite affectations. It
is the open and radical conflict
with the artistic canons of the
time, and also the
irreconcilable division between
admirers and enemies.

 



O Repouso no Egito desencadeia essa tempestada que não
se amaneirará enquanto o pintor viver. É uma interpretação
extremamente livre do conhecido tema sacro. Sem apelar a
um realismo excessivo, poetiza sua visão do homem e da
natureza, Caravaggio faz concessão do gosto ao clássico:
coloca um jovem semidespido ornado de asas que lhe
conferem o aspecto de anjo musicista. São José lhe ergue a
partitura, enquanto a Virgem embala o menino Jesus num
gesto trivial. A luz que jorra sobre as faces , os panos e carnes
já antecipa a descoberta de Cézzane: a cor de um objeto
determinada pela cor que lhe é própria como o raio de luz,
que nele incide.

, 



Saint Catherine of Alexandria also shows her independence
from traditional Catholic representation. Sacred characters
live and act on a human plane, not a hieratic state. Without
mobilizing heavens or clouds, archangels or saints, the
painter performs a severe synthesis: the background
becomes almost uniformly dark, and all attention is focused
on the figure, undeniably holy, but of a sanctity conquered
from the human.   

, 



From the outset, this theory and this practice make
Caravaggio the first “damned painter” of the modern era, the
one who no longer spoke the pictorial language of
contemporaneity, but the future language of art.
Guided by the popular vein, he infuses his themes with a
typically plebeian human environment or characterization,
combining the sacred and the profane. Without the usual
nude in these compositions, without elegant attire, Seu
Narciso is once again the teenager of the popular Hellenic
tradition.
, 

Oblivious to any mannerism,
but sensitive to the poetic

and transfiguring
interpretation of the real
world, Caravaggio was a
stripped-down artist in an
era marked by baroque
ornamental excess.


